Integrals of the form where 0 :-::; k< 1, a nd j is a positive integer, occ ur in a r adiation fi cld problem. Expressions for [loCk ) and [ll (k ) have been derived in terms of co mpl ete ellip t ic integrals of t he first a nd second kinds. Using these values, and t he r ecursion formula
Introduction
In calculating the radiation field off-axis from a uniform circular disk radiating according to an arbitrary angular distribution law, it has been convenient [IP to use the method of Legendre polynomial expansion of the source-detector geometry [2 ] . Evaluation of the coefficients in these expansions len,ds to a family of integrals (1) where 0::; k< l. This function has a singularity at k= 1 whi ch corresponds, in the problem described above, to the detector at the edge of the di sk
The integral (1 ) is closely related to the complete elliptic integrals of the fu'st and second kind. Thus it can be shown reauily that [3, eq 291 .00] (2) where (3) and K(K) is the complete elliptic integral of the fu'st kind [3, eq 1l0 .06]
Similarly, Ql(k) can be expressed [3, eq 29l .01] as (5) where [3 , eq 110 .07] (6) \tj (k) for j '2 2 can also be developed in terms of these functions. Th us, using the integration by parts formula given by Peirce-Foster [4, eq 317] , it follows at once that (7) This recursion formula is exact, and by using it and values of K(K ) and E(K ), \tj (k) can be obtained for all values of j. For example, it is found by inserting (2) and (5) in (7) that (8) and \ta(k ) = ({2K /k ) [ (1 / 15) (1 -k4)2][ + (23 + 9k 4 )E(K )/(1 -P ) -8K(K ) J. (9) It is clear that continuing in the same way nj(k ) can be obtained for all values of j in terms of K and E. Extensive tables of these complete elliptic integrals exist [3, 5, and 6] in addition to excellent polynomial approximations suitable for use on a high speed computer, due to Hastings [7] , and a large number of end and approximate analytical formulations [6, 8] .
For values of P approaching unity, the expansions (see, e.g., [5, eqs 773.3 
and 774.3])
K (K)= ln (4/f(' )+ (l /4){ln (4 / K') -1}K"+ .. (10) and E (K) = 1+ (1 /2){ln (4 /K' )-1/2}K" + . . . , (11 ) where K' = 11-K2, can be used to compute floCk) and QICk) to high precision. This technique for finding Qj(k ) has several serious disadvantages, however; e.g., (a ) to find \tj from (7), particularly for large values of j, the precision of the \tj thus computed may be poor due to the buildup oJ round-off errors; (b) in order to find Qj for a given k, it is first required that \to, \tl, flz, . . . Qj-l be known . If only a few values of \tjCk ) are required, this method may be painfully long and complicated. For these and similar reasons, alternate methods for calculating \tj(k ) are considered below.
As will also appear in the sections which follow, the quantities \tj (lr.) are related to an interesting collection of transcendent al functions. I n addition to the elliptic integrals above, i t will be shown that \tjClc ) is expressible in terms of Bessel Junctions with a purely imaginary argument, and in terms of error functions. The analysis of these functions thus involves a fascinating excursion into a number of curious bypaths in higher mathematical analysis, in addition to the practical application to the physical problem mentioned in the opening sentences above.
Series and Other Expansions for flj (k)

Simple Power Series j'20
For small values of It, \t/ k ) can be derived by a binomial theorem expansion of [l -Pcos <l>l -(j+t l in powers of (F cos <1», i.e., (1 ) where (~) =n!/i!Cn-i)! (2) is the familiar notation for the binomial coefficient 4 [9, par. 1.51], [10] . The integral in (1 ) can be shown to be [4 , eq 498]
• As ind icated in [9] and [10] , binomial coefficients of the form C n;;) are easil y generated using the recursion s: (3) and 0 vanishes wh en i is odd. Using this relation and the w ell known properties of th e binomial coefficients, i t Jollows that 00
Equation (-1) may easily be s hown to b e conver gent for all values of j and Jor k <.5: 1. For k close to unity, however , it tends to converge rather slowly; an d for this r eason, this power series formulation is most u seful for k< <1.
. Difference S um, j? 0
The b ehavior of (4 ) may b e improved by u sin g a techni q ue previo usly d evelo ped for improving the convergen ce of series [8] . By this m e thod , th e series (4) is writt en in th e identically equival en t form 00 00 00
,,·h er e a~,(j) is defin ed , fIrst, by the condition
that is, ~ is asymptotically equivalent to a ", . From t h e infinite variety or seLs o f a~, values satisfying this condition , a set is chosen su ch that the fIrst sum on the right of eq (6) For the present problem , it is shown in appendix A that b y substitutin g Stirling's formul a [11 , p . 5] for the f ac tori als in eq (5 ) su ch a set o r a~, (j)'s can b e gen e, r ated , of the form The corresponding sums from (ll ) are 
where 1,(z) is the Bessel function of order 1/ with a purely imaginary argument, i .e.,
,(z) =i-'J ,(iz).
From (24 ) and Using (26) to evaluate the integrals in (23 ), it is found that
By expanding in a power series in x = lc 2 cos ¢ and integrating term by term, the in tegral in (27) may be shown to be equal to
Further manipulation and simplification in the case of (28) is possible, but these procedlll'es have not proven particularly rewarding. The greatest importance of eq (2 7), which it will be observed is exact, arises from the relation shown by this equ ation between fli(k ) and the Bessel functions. For numerical calculation, forms other than (27 ) and (2 ) may be more convenient, except possibly Jor some special cases.
It will be noted th atj*(¢) as given by (22 ) is a good approximation toj(¢ ) only for small values of P, s in ce it is derived from the first three terms of the power series expansion of (19 ) .
Consequen tly, (27 ) is essen tially useful only for Ikl < < 1. To realize the full potentialities of the formulation (18 ) , it would b e n ecessUJ'Y to find a form forj*(¢ ) valid over the whole range O< k< l and integrable in closed form. Su ch an approximation is explored in section 2.5 below.
n j (k ) in Terms of Error Functions (the Method of Steepest Descent)
B y writing so that
it is possible to obtain another interesting form for the function. Expanding F(cI» in a Ma claurin series [9, par. 6 .104]' it can r eadily be shown that all the odd derivatives of F (cI» vanish at the origin and that (30) Inserting the value of F(O) and making the transformation t= (' A/7r)cI>, it follows at once that wh ere
The integrals L ,,(;r, ) can b e expressed in terms of the incomplete gamma [13 ] or factorial [11 ] fun ctions, Lp(x) =oc= !. (p -tx2)! but an alternate procedure is perhaps moreinformatiYe. Integrati ng (32) b y parts, from tbe resulting r ecursion formula
the Yfllu es of L p(x ) r,a n all be found in terms of Lo (x). But this is simply
where the error fun ction [5, par. 5 .90] is erf x=(2H "ir) Sax e-12 dt.
B y this m ethod th en, it is found that
The bigher derivatives of F(cI» at the origin , F (P)(O ), are readily determined by expanding F(cI» in a power seri es and recognizing that F (P)(O) is p! times the coeffi cient of cl >p. In this w ay, it is found that From (36A ) and (3 0), (37) and combining this and the previous r es ults wi th (31 ), it follows t hat In using these rela tions for small k 2 or ' A values, t he problem of small differ ences between large qu antities is resolved by t he series {erf ' A -( 2/~) (' A e -,,2)(1 + t ' A 2 ) } = (2/~) (4' A5/15) {1- ( 
For large }.. valu es, i. e., large j 's, ed ' A and t he bracket terms in volvin g t his quantity are all close to unity, and
Nume rical Integration Techniques for fJ j(le )
To apply eq (18) in ft more gener al way than 'NftS used in section 2. (14] wher e t he integrftls are expressed in slightly differ ent form ). I t should be no ted th at (43 ) can never be exp ected to give exact answers; but by incr easing the value 0 [' N, closer and closer approximations to fJi le ) can be obtained over the whole r ange of le , although t bis procedme does no t n ecessarily r es ult in improved aecuracy at any given value of le. In th e presen t case, wher e for certain values of N , cos (i 7r/N ) can be expressed in simple closed form , this technique leads to an in ter esting seri es of approximations 
jU-=: : n j(lc)=1T (1-lc 2 )-(Ht' wN(0) Ito wN (i )
01' inserting the expression from wN(i) given by ·Whittaker and Robinson [15] (50)
where, it will t urn out, sin ce the wN(i) 's ar e all integers, the last term here is a rational fraction.
. Numerical
It is immediately apparent from the definition of the function that
The intermediate behavior of \lj (lc ) versus k 2 is displayed for 0 ~j(1 ) ~9 as a family of curves in figure 1. These curves are based on values of \lj Ck) listed for 0~j( 1 )~9 and 0~k2(0 . 01 )~ 0.99 in table 1. Tttble 1 was co mputed in "double precision" on the National Bureau of Standards IBM 7090 electronic compu ting machine, using the difference-sum (2.2-6) with t he particular a:U) given in (2.~-8). The r esults are given to eigh t digits, which were rounded off horn a table correct to at least nine digits t.hro ughout, so all eight digits can be considered significan t .
The resu lts in the region of poorest eOl1vergence (high Ie, low.f) of the difference sum were verified by a, ten-digit ha nd calculation usin g th e recursio n expr ession (1-7) and the high-k ellip tic integral expallsion s (1 -10) a nd (1-11 ) .
The lengt hy developments in section 2 ca n be co nsidered to yield various approximations to the value of \lj(k ). In tables 2 to 6 n u rnerical examples ar e pre en ted which will give some (k) for O::;j (1) ::;9 and 0 ::; k' (0.01 ) < 1.00
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These were computed using the difference sum (2.2-6) with tbe am'(j) in (2.2-8) . A tolerance of < 10-11 was set on the fractional contribution of the fi rst neglected series term Table 2 , which applies to what has been called the simple power series above, illustrates how rapidly the nwnber of terms required increases as either k or j goes up. These figures were obtained by setting the m'th term in eq. (2.1-4) equal to nj(lc) X 10-11 and solving for m. 5 For large j and k values, the use of this formulation becomes almost prohibitively laborio us.
In table 3, where the difference sum technique is examined, a number of interesting characteristics of this formulation are apparent. For small values of k, the improvement over the simple power series is negligibly small for all values of j. For k approachin g unity, there is a considerable reduction in the labor involved to obtain any predetermined accuracy. For j = O, P = O.99 to obtain a maximum of ten significant figures, note that the number of terms required is cut from 823 to 523. While this improvement is not as spectacular as some cases which have been examined [8] , it is by no means unimportant. The real gain in using this technique is seen atj = 8, k2 = O.99; here we see that the closed-form approximation alone gives nj(k) correct to one part in 10 19 • This can be compared with the more than 4615 terms indicated in table 2 for ten or less significant figures using the unmodified power series.
To check the behavior of the Bessel function formulation, section 2.3 above, th e BAAS tables [16] of Io(x ) and Ij(x) were used alon g with suitable interpolation tables [14] . The results are given in table 4. It will be recalled that these relations were derived essentially by approximating only the first few terms of the integrand in eq 2-1. For this reason, the formulation as would be expected yields excellent values of nj (k ) when P = O.Ol at both j = O and.7 = 8; but for k2 near unity, this technique of calculation is entirely inadequate.
The error function formulation [17], section 2.4, table 5, is also based on approximations to only the first few terms in the expansion of the integrand. Note that the leading term from 2.4-41 is not a bad approximation to the value of n;(k); but the inclusion of the second or third terms results in little or no improvement. Evidently many more terms are needed to obtain useful results by this technique.
The importance of the erf and I n formulations of nik) arises, then, not so much for their usefulness in numerical computation , as from the relations they demonstrate between the new transcendental function considered here and older, more familiar forms.
The numerical integration formulas, from section 2.4, are quite different in kind. These, it will be observed from table 6, give excellent agreement for small k values, although they leave something to be desired for k nem' unity. It is interesting to note that, at these selected points, the accuracy of the formulas does not increase uniformly as N increases-for example, at P = O.99, j = O, the formulas with N = 5 and 6 are virtually equivalent, and each is better than N = 10. The approximation for large j1c2 is excellent. Note that by substituting the value of n j (k) at P = 0.99 and j = 8 from table 1 it may be concluded that It thus appears that there is a multiplicity of choices available for computing nj (k) for small k values, and for k approaching unity the recursion formula (1-7) can be used with the appropriate high-k expansions (1-10, 11 ) for ordinary elliptic integrals. However, for highprecision coverage of the entire range 0 :::;k< l with a single formulation, only the differencesum technique appears to be practical. The au thors th ank R. J . H erbold for programing and computing table 1, R. L . B ach for num erical ch ecks by altern ative formulations, L . C. Maximon for s uggesting S tirling's form ula a a b asis for r-lle d iffer en ce-sum , a nd M. J. B er ger for other helpful suggestions in th e completion of th is work.
Appendix A. Evaluation of C\'~(j)
Stirling 's formu la [11 , p . 5] m ay be wri tten in th e fo rm (AI ) in whi ch H (z ) can be r epresented by th e asymp totic expansion [18] lim H (z) = In order to use formul a (AI ) abo ve, it is con venien t to wTite eq (2-5) as .,
. ,
. , ] where the f3n , k'S are related to Kummer's numbers [19] . It can readily be shown that !3n.o= (-1)n and f3 n.n= n!
A few values of these constants are tabulated below "" " n . In t h is paper, the notation Sn(k) is used for the fUll ction which here is designated as flj(k).
